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FEA1/2013b 
 
 

GUIDELINES FOR AUSTRALIAN FIAP DISTINCTIONS APPLICANTS 
 
The Fédération Internationale de l'Art Photographique (FIAP), translated to English as the 
International Federation of Photographic Art, is an international federation which affiliates as operational 
members, the national associations of photography. FIAP counts approximately 85 national associations in 
five continents and represents the benefits of nearly one million individual photographers.  
 
In order to honour eminent personalities known in the field of photography, the International Federation of 
Photographic Art (FIAP) have a number of distinctions they award: 
• For photographic artists known for their artistic work (Photographic Artistry) 
• For those who, by their work or their achievements, have contributed to the progress of FIAP or of 
photography in general (Services Rendered) 
 
The Australian Photographic Society (APS) is a member of FIAP. As Australia’s FIAP operational member, 
the APS administer the processing of any submissions or recommendations to FIAP. Australian 
Candidates for all FIAP distinctions must apply through the Australian Photographic Society. There is 
no requirement to be a member of APS to apply for FIAP Distinctions. 
 
APS is responsible for the initial administration of these applications within Australia and for transmitting 
them to FIAP all together for appraisal just once per year. FIAP Distinctions are completely independent of 
the APS Honours, however the verification of salon results and processing of FIAP distinctions within 
Australia, are administered by the APS Honours Sub Committee (HSC). Applications are submitted to the 
person within this committee appointed as the Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions. The decision whether or not 
a FIAP distinction is awarded rests with FIAP and is considered a privilege not a right. 
 
 
1. GENERAL 
 
1.01 Closing Date for Applications for FIAP Distinctions 
 
All AFIAP, EFIAP, EFIAP Levels and AV Distinctions Submissions must be lodged in full with APS by 
28th February each year.  
 
All MFIAP and FIAP Service Distinctions Submissions must be lodged in full with the APS by 15th 
January 
MFIAP applications are assessed by FIAP only once a year on a set date, thus must be sent earlier than 
other levels. 
 
It is highly recommended that all potential applicants, for MFIAP especially, notify/register with the HSC 
Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions at least a couple of months before they intend to apply. Earlier registration 
is also welcome. See point 1.02 below. 
 
 
1.02 Registering /Notification that you are a possible applicant, and requests for application forms 
 

a. All applicants for FIAP Distinctions are asked to register their interest in applying for Distinctions with 
the relevant person on the APS Honours Sub Committee, the Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions. This 
is done for each upcoming round of applications for which you are considering applying.  

b. This mail list is only held for the relevant year so possible applicants will need to re register if they 
defer proceeding with their application to a later year. The new list opens in March each year for 
those expecting to apply the following Jan/Feb. 

c. Registration is not a rule, but is strongly recommended to ensure applicants are provided with the 
most up to date requirements and current application forms. From time to time, short notice updates 
may need to be sent to applicants. These can only be sent where the Coordinator has been notified 
that you are a potential applicant and provided with a means by which they can contact you. 

d. Registration may be done by email, phone or via the link on the APS website, to the person who is 
the Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions within the APS Honours Sub Committee. The full contact details 
for this person will be advised in the November to February editions of E-News.  

e. Forms for each upcoming year will be loaded to the APS website by early December and may be 
downloaded in full. Access to the downloads table is via a registration page to help ensure 
applicants remember to register with the Coordinator. 
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1.03 Basic Requirements 
 
The basic Requirements for FIAP distinctions are set out in FIAP documents 2012/310E for prints, slides & 
digital and 2010/307E for audio-visuals. FIAP allows each national federation (in our case APS) to establish 
its own pre-conditions for FIAP Distinctions applications, if desired, but, from 2010, requires that those pre-
conditions be based only on the applicant’s national exhibition record and cannot include awards or 
international acceptances beyond those asked for by FIAP (see section 8.8 of FIAP document 310E or 5.5 of 
FIAP document 307E). APS did previously require that applicants for AFIAP and EFIAP hold, particular APS 
Honours. As these honours required awards as well as acceptances, and could be achieved solely or partly 
with international acceptances, APS, in common with the majority of countries affiliated with FIAP, decided to 
no longer impose any pre-conditions on FIAP skill distinction applications lodged by Australians. 
 
The applicant’s name must be the same on all application documents and files being lodged. This name 
should match the name in salon catalogue results. This name will appear on the Distinctions Diploma & FIAP 
Photographers card. 
 
1.04 FIAP Photographers Card 
 
All FIAP Distinction recipients, with the exception of service distinction recipients, are required to hold a FIAP 
Photographers Card. This card, displaying a photo of the Distinction recipient and containing details re their 
distinction, must be applied for at the time of applying for the applicants first FIAP distinction or when a 
subsequent application is made, if they have not previously held a card. A fee for this card must also be paid 
with your application fees. Applicants who are required to apply for their initial card will not have their 
Distinctions granted where this fee and photo are not provided as stipulated by FIAP. Once a card is 
obtained, it is valid for life, and can be used for subsequent applications for FIAP skill distinctions. 
 

a. FIAP will replace this card for free when applicants gain further distinctions, provided the applicant 
supplies another photo of themselves conforming to the requirements in point c. below.  

b. ESFIAP and HonEFIAP candidates (service distinctions) who supply a photo, as per point c. below, 
will receive a FREE Photographer’s Card. However, generally no Card is needed for Service 
Distinctions. 

c. FIAP Distinction applicants requiring a FIAP Photographers card must submit a digital file of a 
passport style photo of themselves (this does not need to conform to passport photo restrictions re 
facial expressions eg you can be smiling). This photo must be provided as a digital jpg file 2.7cm x 
3.4cm in size (vertical format), at 200dpi, quality setting 10. The file must not exceed 1MB. This 
photo file must be named as per your own name and surname (identical to that cited on your fee 
form and FIAP application dossiers), eg Ted Bear.jpg 

d. This photo file, together with the completed fee form FGD1 and fees are to be sent to the APS Office 
(also see Section 1.12 of this document regarding fees). The fee form and photo file for the 
photographer’s card, may be sent on cd by mail, or over email.  

 
1.05 APS Website Resources  
 

a. All relevant information and application documents can be downloaded from the APS website. The 
most recent forms will always be made available here, however, it is important to note that the new 
forms for each upcoming year’s round of applications may not be available until December. 

b. Whilst some information and forms may not change between years, it is essential that intending 
applicants check back late in the year to ensure they are working with the current forms. Applicants 
who have registered with the Coordinator as per 1.02 above will automatically receive updates. 

c. FIAP Distinctions FAQ Section – This is a valuable resource for applicants. There is a very large list 
of questions and answers, which address the many questions both the Honours Sub Committee and 
Verifying Officers get regularly asked. If you have a question, please check for the answer in your 
application information, and the FAQ section among the FIAP Distinction pages of the APS website, 
prior to enquiring with the Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions. 

d. Registration as per 1.02, can be completed via the link on the FIAP Distinctions information page on 
the APS website. This registration page will come up every time you proceed to the FIAP 
Distinctions document downloads page but should only be filled out if you intend to apply in the 
upcoming round of applications, and should only be completed once per honours year. 

e. Contact links for the APS Honours Subcommittee Chairman and the Coordinator of FIAP 
Distinctions are currently available in the Honours “Contacts” section of the APS website. For 
questions re FIAP distinctions please contact the Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions. 

f. An example of a filled in AFIAP/EFIAP dossier is available for download on the APS website, FIAP 
Distinctions downloads page.  This completed application for a fictional applicant demonstrates most 
scenarios and has reduced the errors on applications. It is strongly recommended for all applicants. 
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1.06 Other Dates and Time Requirements, Significant to Applications / Distinctions 
 
Where a salon date is significant in determining either eligibility to claim acceptances for FIAP Distinctions, 
or eligibility to apply for Distinctions, the exhibition report date is the date that applies, eg An AFIAP applicant 
must have gained their first FIAP recognised acceptance at least 1 year prior to the closing date for 
applications. 
 
The date from which the FIAP Distinction is deemed to be held is the date shown on the FIAP Diploma 
(certificate) received from FIAP. FIAP has stipulated minimum time gaps between subsequent Distinctions 
applications. In consultation with FIAP, it has been arranged that all Australian Skill Distinctions applications 
will be forwarded by APS to FIAP in the early weeks of March each year. FIAP will check and process our 
applications with the aim of providing a consistent 1st May date on the Distinctions certificates. This 
consistent date between certificates is the relevant date when determining if an applicant has a full year 
between consecutive skill distinctions, not the date you send the application to be processed in Australia. 
Eg If you lodged your AFIAP application in Feb 2013 you will have a 1st May 2013 date on your AFIAP 
certificate. You can apply for your EFIAP in Feb 2014 (if you have the required exhibition achievements). 
You will have the date of 1st May 2014 on your EFIAP certificate. Thus a full year between Distinctions. 
 
It is anticipated that the option to lodge applications in consecutive years as above will be ongoing. However 
this relies on no major delays being experienced either within Australia or FIAP. It also assumes no changes 
are made by FIAP to the required waiting period between applications or the administrative arrangement re 
certificate dates. As a result it should not be assumed that consecutive years will always be possible! 
 
EFIAP Bronze applicants (first of the EFIAP Levels) are reminded that they can only count salon results with 
a salon report date after the date on their EFIAP certificate. From 2013, this date is expected to be 1st May. 
Eg If you lodged your EFIAP application in Feb 2013 you will have a 1st May 2013 date on your EFIAP 
certificate. You can apply for your EFIAP Bronze level in Feb 2014 if you have the required exhibition 
achievements, but all of these exhibition achievements must have a report card date (date on which results 
are posted) that is after 1st May 2013. EFIAP levels are cumulative /ongoing. See details in Section 4. 
 
MFIAP applications are processed by FIAP only once per year on a date set by FIAP. MFIAP applicants 
must have held their EFIAP for a full 3 years before being eligible to apply for MFIAP. Advice should be 
sought from the Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions on the APS Honours Subcommittee as to which is the 
earliest year in which MFIAP can be sought. The applicant will need to advise the Coordinator of their EFIAP 
certificate date in order to establish when the relevant 3 year eligibility will have been met. 
 
A Distinction is not useable in any way until approved by FIAP in the form of the FIAP certificate that 
contains the date upon which it was granted, eg 1st May. The Official Presentation of Australian FIAP 
Distinctions to successful applicants is made at the Annual Dinner held at the APS Convention (APSCON) 
each year. It is not a requirement that successful applicants keep their successful application confidential 
until the presentations, however applicants are encouraged to do so. Regardless of whether or not an 
applicant chooses to keep their Distinctions success a secret until the presentations, the APS will not 
publicise the successful applicants until after the presentations at APSCON. All FIAP Distinctions for 
the year are acknowledged at the same time. Likewise no honours will be amended on the APS membership 
list, APS correspondence or APS website until after APSCON. 
 
1.07 Completing the FIAP Dossiers for Photographic Artistry and AV Distinction applications 
(AFIAP/EFIAP/EFIAP Levels) – General notes 
 
FIAP use a computer program to check the result totals in your Dossiers Excel Spreadsheet against the 
requirements for that level, eg number of salons, number of different images etc. It is VERY important that 
you are accurate and consistent with all details, eg spelling, salon names. Please ensure you follow the 
advice below in Section1.08 as you complete your form and check back against this section at completion to 
ensure all forms have been fill in as instructed. An extra space before a title or spelling error could be 
enough for a computer program to tally your form inaccurately. 
 
A sample filled in AFIAP/EFIAP set of dossiers is available from the APS Honours Sub Committee, 
Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions or may be downloaded from the APS website in the FIAP Distinctions 
Document Downloads area (shown as an optional document. It is highly recommended that this sample filled 
form be obtained and referred to frequently when completing your own Dossiers. A huge range of salons and 
circuits feature on this example filled in form, which demonstrates how the details should be completed. 
 
The specific FIAP supplied forms must be used, not a home produced alternative or replica. You will need 
access to a computer with Microsoft Excel installed to be able to complete these forms.
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1.08 Completing the FIAP Dossiers - Instructions re completing your Dossiers 
 

1. The FIAP Distinction application dossiers are a set of Excel spreadsheets (pages) in one file 
document. Click on tabs below the pages to show the different dossier pages. 

2. The documents are locked such that cells cannot be altered in format.  
3. To amend your text you will need to double click in the same cell.  
4. Complete the personal details on the first page, Dossier A, first. The other pages are coded to auto 

fill the same details on other pages. Do not attempt to alter these details on the other Dossier pages 
as it is the auto fill coding you will modify. Changes to personal details should always be made on 
Dossier A, which will then automatically make the same amendments on the other pages.  

5. Dossier A asks for the “FIAP Federation Code” (AFIAP & EFIAP form). This is A05 (ie A zero five) 
6. Dossier A has a section for the “name and signature of the person responsible within the federation”. 

This section is completed and signed by the applicable APS Official after you submit your 
application. It is to be left blank by the applicant. 

7. The phone number should include the country and area codes, ie 61 for Australia and drop the zero 
from the state code. Eg A Sydney number would be 612 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  Likewise for a mobile 
number that starts with 04 etc. Start with 61 in front of a mobile number and drop the first zero of the 
number, eg 614_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

8. Only results from salons with FIAP Patronage can be counted towards the required criteria for FIAP 
Distinctions.  

9. Only acceptances/awards achieved in salons with FIAP Patronage are to be detailed on the lists of 
acceptances on Dossier D of the AFIAP/EFIAP applications and Dossiers B & D of the EFIAP Levels 
applications.  

10. It is not necessary to detail any more results on Dossier D for AFIAP/EFIAP, or Dossiers B & D for 
EFIAP Levels, than required to meet the relevant Distinction requirements but it is recommended 
that full results in salons with FIAP patronage be shown for the images being submitted to FIAP with 
the application. It is also recommended that some “spare” acceptances be included in case some 
are subsequently removed in the event of errors being detected during the Verification process or 
checks by the Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions within APS. 

11. Totals on Dossier B  of the AFIAP/EFIAP Dossier should be your total count even if you haven’t 
listed them all on D. Dossier B is the only place where results from Nationals and Other 
Internationals that don’t have FIAP Patronage, can be enumerated. 

12. Your first acceptance in a salon with FIAP Patronage is indicated on Dossier B for AFIAP and EFIAP 
applications. This same acceptance must also appear on Dossier D such that it is verified as per 
other salon results. 

13. Each acceptance detailed on Dossier D (AFIAP/EFIAP forms) or Dossiers B&D (EFIAP Levels form) 
MUST be shown separately, in full, on it’s own line, ie No ditto marks, no lists under salon headers. 

14. Slide results may be counted. On Dossier D of the AFIAP/EFIAP Excel forms, these should be 
indicated with an “X” in the “Digital” column as per all projected image acceptances. 

15. Every acceptance in a circuit can be counted but must each be listed on their own line in full, NOT 
bunched as multiple results for the image on one line.  

16. Each acceptance must be detailed in full on one line only such that a re sort of the list to establish 
whether you have fulfilled the necessary criteria does not result in a list of acceptances separated 
from salon details.  

17. Do not leave any blank lines between results. 
18. Official salon names and FIAP Patronage numbers can be sought/checked via the official FIAP 

Recapitulation lists. These complete lists of all salons that have run with FIAP Patronage are listed 
by year at http://patronages.fiap.net/ 

19. If more space is required beyond that provided in the salon column, where the salon name is 
required, limited abbreviation of the salon name can be done providing the salon identity is very 
clear and shown the same way throughout your list. Do not overlap into neighbouring columns where 
other details are required. Don’t type in all capital letters as they take more space. 

20. A salon circuit must have both the circuit name and the individual salon (name or number) written in 
the “Salon” column. Some abbreviation may be required to fit the cell but it must be clear and 
consistent. Eg Trierenberg Super Circuit – Salon 2 

21. Every salon in a circuit has it’s own FIAP Patronage number. The correct Patronage number must 
be shown with the relevant salon, not shown as the range of numbers that apply to the circuit. 
Applicants can check which number applies to which salon in a circuit via the FIAP salon list via the 
link on the FIAP website or point 18 above. Records as far back as far as 1979 are available.  

22. Dossier pages are not to be duplicated to accommodate extra salon acceptances. Dossier D on the 
AFIAP/EFIAP application dossiers provides space for 297 acceptances so it should not be 
necessary to add more lines as 297 acceptances significantly exceeds those required for EFIAP. 
Should it be absolutely necessary extra lines can be added to show the minimum required 
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achievements. These additional lines should be created by the following method to ensure the 
format of the new lines remain the same: 

a. Select the last “numbered acceptance result” line. This is the last one with a number in 
column A 

b. Click on the edit tab at the top of screen and select “copy” from the menu that drops down. 
c. Click on the left most cell in the row below the last “numbered acceptance result” line to 

select the cell. 
d. Click on the edit tab at the top of screen and select “paste” from the menu that drops down. 

This will place a copy of the row at the bottom of the original table. You can click on each 
column A cell below in turn to paste more rows. 

e. Once you have the extra number of rows required, click on the “esc” button on your 
keyboard to stop the flashing dotted line on the original line selected for copying. 

f. Amend the “column A” numbers in the new rows so that they continue to number 
sequentially from the original last row, ie after 297  

23. For AFIAP and EFIAP applications, the results from National salons and International salons that 
don’t have FIAP Patronage (Other internationals) should be just counted and included as a “count 
only” for Dossier B. These acceptances are not individually verified, and must not be included on 
Dossier D, but an applicant may be called upon to verify these should the Coordinator of FIAP 
Distinctions deem it appropriate for any application.  

24. If a salon has FIAP patronage then results get counted/listed under “salons with FIAP patronage” 
regardless of any other organisation’s approvals that the salon might have in addition to FIAP 
Patronage, eg PSA. On AFIAP and EFIAP applications, results from international salons that do not 
have FIAP approval are only counted under “Other International Salons” on Dossier B. 

25. All acceptances in salons with FIAP Patronage approval may be counted as applies to the particular 
FIAP Distinction. There is no limit on the number of acceptances that an applicant can count from 
their results in one salon. 

26. In the FIAP information document 2012/310E (and 2010/307E for AV Distinctions) points 2.2.b and 
3.2.b state “a Circuit/event has to be considered as a single salon/event”. You can still count and list 
all your acceptances including multiple for the same image across the circuit. This phrase only 
relates to the “count” of how many salons/events you have entered with success. Eg 4 acceptances 
for 1 image in a circuit that has 4 salons will be counted by FIAP as 4 acceptances and 1 salon. 

27. Where a circuit involves more than one country, AFIAP and EFIAP applicants list only one country 
for all acceptances in this circuit as a circuit is counted as one salon in one country when counting 
salons and countries. The applicant can choose which country to show from those in the circuit. 
EFIAP Levels applicants show each country, except where judging is all done in one country. 

28. The “Country” column is to show the country in which the salon is held, not the continent, 
subcontinent or city etc. Eg When a salon is in Great Britain, do not write Britain or Great Britain. List 
the specific country in which it is held, ie England, Scotland or Wales.  

29. The column headed “Biennial & World Cup -Year” is only used where an image has been selected 
by APS to represent Australia in either a FIAP Biennial or World Cup event. You show the relevant 
year for the event in this column. These events do not have a FIAP Patronage number. If you have 
not participated in any Biennials or World Cups this column is left blank. 

30. Each application stands alone as complete and verified! EFIAP applicants must complete the form 
including all results necessary to fully meet the EFIAP criteria. As AFIAP and EFIAP are cumulative, 
this means applicants may choose to re list results used for their AFIAP application. All results on 
the application must be verified regardless of whether they were verified on your AFIAP application.  

31. Applicants are required to submit one full set of printed dossiers upon which the detailed salon 
results have been verified (See Section 1.09 re verification). They must also submit an extra copy of 
just Dossier C (Dossier B on MFIAP forms) which again requires the applicant’s signature. 
Applicants should ensure they have signed this Dossier C (B for MFIAP) on both printed copies. 

32. If applicants wish to do a “re-sort” on their list, to check if they have the required number of countries 
etc, they should copy the file and do this with the copy. Excel spreadsheets won’t always allow you 
to backstep your re-sort action. If a mistake is made, and a column is missed in the re-sort, the 
applicant could have a lot of work to do correcting the shuffled data. The absence of FIAP Patronage 
numbers for Biennials will also make sorting these back impossible without a lot of fiddling, 
especially if column A was not included in the re-sort.  

33. LASTLY BUT IMPORTANTLY 
The FIAP directions for AFIAP and EFIAP applicants require that the acceptance list on Dossier D 
be sorted into alphabetical order. DO NOT do this. The results for each exhibition should remain 
listed with each salon’s results shown consecutively. This is important for verifying your results, 
which becomes tedious and slow if a salon’s results are scattered throughout your list. Your list gets 
presented to your verifying officer with results for each salon listed consecutively. The Coordinator of 
FIAP Distinctions will resort the electronic list for lodgement with FIAP, as per the FIAP requirement 
for alphabetical order, once all verification and checks have been completed. 
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1.09 Verification 
 
Exhibition acceptances and awards, listed on FIAP Distinctions applications, must be verified as correct. 
Please see GGA1 for details regarding verification and GGA2 for the list of Verifying Officers. 
 
Please note that images previously verified for the purpose of an APS Honours application must be 
verified again for the purpose of a FIAP distinction application, ie a Verifying Officer’s (VO) tick or 
initials must appear beside each claimed acceptance on Dossier D on the AFIAP/EFIAP dossiers or 
Dossiers B and D on EFIAP levels dossiers. The VO must also place their name and signature at the 
bottom of each of these pages. 
 
 
1.10 Untitled Images and Images Known By Multiple Titles 
 
As per 8.3 of the FIAP Distinctions rules Document 2012/310E, “works without title are not accepted by the 
FIAP Distinctions service”. Salons are now also not permitted to accept images for exhibition that are 
untitled. Any acceptances gained with untitled images may not be counted for FIAP Distinctions. 
 
As per 8.2 of the FIAP Distinctions rules Document 2012/310E, “The same work submitted to several salons 
under FIAP Patronage or to FIAP Biennials must always bear the same title”. Acceptances gained for the 
same image under a different title should not be included in your FIAP Distinctions application as they are 
clearly in breach of this rule and potentially could be incorrectly counted as a separate image. 
Note: FIAP deem that an image converted between Colour and Monochrome is the same image. 
 
 
1.11 Preparation of Images for Submission to FIAP 
 

1. AFIAP, EFIAP, EFIAP Levels 
Images submitted to FIAP as part of these Distinctions applications are no longer sent as prints. From 
January 2013 FIAP now require that these images be sent as Digital files. Please read specific requirements 
carefully as detailed in FIAP Doc 2012/310E, section 8.11 – 8.14 
Files must be presented as per FIAP’s file size and format. 
Files must be named as per FIAP’s directions. 
The “Code FIAP of the Federation” for the Australian Photographic Association is A05 (A, zero, five). 
As an example an Australian applicant named Joe Bloggs with an image named “The Ghost Gum” would 
name the file as follows: A05_Joe_Bloggs_The Ghost Gum.jpg 
 
Images are sent on a CD or DVD to the Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions on the APS Honours Sub 
Committee.  Please ensure your full name and address are written on the disc you submit to the coordinator 
with your application. The Coordinator will collate all applicants onto one DVD for sending to FIAP. The 
Coordinator will name the collated disc as per 8.15 of the FIAP document.  
 

2. MFIAP 
A portfolio of 20 Prints is submitted for MFIAP Distinctions applications as per Section 5.2 of FIAP Doc 
2012/310E. These must be provided as high quality prints at the size and minimum resolution stipulated by 
FIAP, as they become part of the FIAP Permanent Photographic Art Collection if the applicant is successful.  
 
Each print must have the following details on the rear.  

• images numbered sequentially from 1-20 
• name, address and country of the candidate 
• title of the work and year of taking the picture 
• an indication of the place where the image was taken 
• the words "MFIAP Distinction" and the signature of the author 

All this data must be written very legibly. 
 
In order to minimise their deterioration over the years and to make sure that no damage may result to other 
prints stored, applicants are to avoid stickers and rubber stamp marks being on the prints. Writing on the 
prints in ink or with a ballpoint pen can also cause damage to your prints and other prints that may be stored 
with yours. Use of a 6B pencil is recommended but won’t always write easily on certain photographic papers. 
Other archival type pens may also be suitable but it is strongly advised that pencil or pens be tested on an 
unimportant sample of the specific photographic paper used before using the marker on the final prints. This 
ensures the marker does not smudge and does not damage the prints. The Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions 
may be able to recommend some suitable archival pens that can be tried. By trying their best to follow these 
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recommendations, and by providing archival quality prints in the best possible condition, applicants will 
secure the longest possible life to their works. 
 
Note that as per 5.2.b of FIAP doc 2012/310E, the total weight of the completed portfolio including any 
presentation materials should not exceed 2kg. This weight also needs to include some allowance for 
bubblewrap and postal bag packaging by the Coordinator. 
 
Ensure adequate packaging of images when posting to the Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions. Some form of 
rigid reinforcement that exceeds the dimensions of the prints, such that corners and edges are protected, is 
recommended. Light paper wrapping is not adequate. A range of tough bags is available from post offices. 
 
 
1.12 Application Fees  
 
All fees are paid as one payment to APS. APS then make a single payment to FIAP covering all Australian 
applicants. Fees are NOT paid directly to FIAP by the applicant, as could be implied by 8.9 of FIAP doc 
2012/310E (Photography Distinctions information) and 5.6 of 2010/307E (Audio visual application 
Distinctions information). 
 
Fees comprise of a number of components. 

• FIAP application fee– set by FIAP. This fee varies as it is subject to exchange rate and exchange fee 
• FIAP Photographers card purchase – set by FIAP and compulsory for all FIAP Skill Distinctions 

applicants who don’t already have this card. This fee varies as it is subject to exchange rate and 
exchange fee. 

• APS administration and postage fee  
• MFIAP postage fee – MFIAP applicants only. Quote done based on weight of print submission to be 

posted to FIAP and separate international postage of signed documents. 
• Postage to cover return of catalogues  - only applies if the catalogues are being posted back to the 

applicant after verification rather than being collected. It is much preferred that this cost be provided 
directly to the verifying officer who will be posting the catalogues, rather than inclusion with fees. 

 
Fee form FGD1 is revised by APS each year as costs and exchange rates vary. It is essential that you 
ensure you have the one that has been updated for the next application round or you may not pay the 
correct fees. 
 
The completed fee form FGD1 and fees are to be sent to the APS Office.  
The fee form and photo file for the photographer’s card, which also goes to the APS Office may be sent on 
cd by mail or over email. The fee form is in Microsoft Word format rather than pdf to enable it to be filled in 
on your computer and emailed to the APS office as an attachment. If emailing the form with a credit card 
number you need not sign the form as it will be processed via the same method as a card payment over the 
phone would be. 
 
 
1.13 FIAP Document Info 2009/573E 
 
This document is referred to at the end of FIAP documents 2012/310E and 2010/307E. It contains FIAP 
addresses and details for transferring fees to FIAP and is intended for the officials, within each country, who 
administer and forward the FIAP Distinction applications to FIAP.  Applicants do not need this document or 
the equivalent document 2013/725E, which now supersedes 2009/573E. 
 
 
1.14 FIAP Liaison Officer and Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions 
 
Please note that in Australia the roles of FIAP Liaison Officer and Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions are 
handled separately. The Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions is a member of the APS Honours Sub Committee 
who handles the initial Australian processing of FIAP Distinctions applications. All enquiries re FIAP 
Distinctions should be directed to them or the Chairman of the APS Honours Sub Committee. All other FIAP 
matters should be referred to the FIAP Liaison Officer. 
 
 
1.15 Care of Applications 
 
All possible care will be observed in handling all prints, discs and documents, but no responsibility for loss or 
damage will be assumed by the Australian Photographic Society Inc., or its representatives.
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2. AFIAP AND EFIAP  - (PRINTS/SLIDES/ELECTRONIC DIGITAL IMAGES) 
 
2.1 Application Requirements  
 
FIAP requirements for AFIAP and EFIAP applicants working in prints, slides and electronic/digital images are 
detailed in FIAP documents 2012/310E.  Applicants should read document 2012/310E thoroughly as 
important information is located in sections beyond the section specific to AFIAP and EFIAP. Please ensure 
that your application complies with the requirements of sections 2 and 8 for AFIAP or 3 and 8 for 
EFIAP of FIAP document 2012/310E. 
 
AFIAP & EFIAP applicants must submit five (5) images in digital format as part of their application. See 
1.11.1. above. The images you choose to submit to FIAP for AFIAP or EFIAP (those you list on Dossier C) 
should be your most successful. They must have each received at least 3 acceptances in salons with FIAP 
Patronage. Those you submit for EFIAP must be different images to those you submitted for your AFIAP. 
 
The qualifying requirements in terms of acceptances in salons with FIAP patronage can be met with either all 
prints or a combination of prints, slides, or electronic digital images.  
 
Important note: 10% of the required acceptances for AFIAP and EFIAP must achieved with prints as 
per FIAP doc 2012/310E, section 8.7 
 
 
2.2 Application Procedure 
 
Having established that you have fulfilled FIAP’s criteria for distinctions, as per that set out in FIAP 
Information Document 2012/310E please proceed as follows: 
 

 STEPS CHECK 
LIST(√) 

1. Register yourself as a potential applicant with the APS Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions.  
 

 

2. Ensure you have obtained the following 6 documents from either the Coordinator or via 
download from the FIAP Distinctions section of the APS website. These should be read 
carefully. 

a. FIAP Information Document 2012/310E 
b. DistAE-Form-en.xls (FIAP Dossiers for completion) 
c. FEA1/2013b – Guidelines for Australian FIAP Distinctions Applicants 
d. FGD1/2013b – FIAP Distinctions Application Lodgement and Payment Form 
e. GGA1/2013C - Verification Information For APS Honours & FIAP Distinction 

Applicants 
f. GGA2/2013b  - APS Honours Verifying Officers list 

Plus Optional Extra - DistAE-Form-en - Completed Example.xls (Highly recommended) 
 

 

3. Select the 5 images that you will submit to FIAP with your application. See Section 1.11 in 
this document plus details in FIAP Information Document 2012/310E. These must be 
images that have had at least 3 acceptances in FIAP approved salons. They should be 
images that have been your most successful in FIAP Approved Salons and must not be 
images you have given to FIAP with a previous Distinction application. 
 

 

4. Complete the set of FIAP dossiers – DistAE-Form-en.xls. Note that EFIAP applicants must 
include the full list of required acceptances on their application, ie Include and re verify 
those used for AFIAP application or choose others if desired. The EFIAP must be a stand-
alone application that lists the full set of required acceptances for this level. See section 
1.07 and 1.08 above. It is very strongly recommended that you obtain the sample filled 
form referred in 1.07 to ensure your results are detailed on your form as per examples 
shown. 
 

 

5. Sign printed page of Dossier C in applicable spot (signature not required on digital file) 
 

 

6. A second copy of just Dossier C must be printed and also signed by the applicant. 
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7. Prepare your catalogues for Verification as per details in Section 2 of Doc. GGA1/2013C. 

 
 

8. Arrange for verification of your exhibition achievements shown on Dossier D.  See 
GGA2/2013b for the list of APS Verifying Officers who can verify your results. Check with 
your Verifying Officer (VO) whether they will be submitting the verified copy of your 
dossiers to the Coordinator direct, or whether they will be giving the document back to you 
to send with the rest of your application. Either is acceptable. 
 

 

9. One full set of dossiers must be printed and verified. See Document GGA1/2013C re 
verifying the exhibition results listed in your application documents (It is strongly 
recommended that a 2nd copy is verified, or the verified form photocopied, as a backup. 
 

 

10. After Verification, amend your Dossiers document on your computer to fix any corrections 
made by the Verifying Officer (VO). If attending whilst the VO verifies your results, take 
either a spare copy of your completed set of dossiers or a laptop with the completed 
dossiers loaded. This enables you to make amendments on the spot if the VO picks up 
things that need to be corrected. If leaving the dossier with the VO for verification and for 
them to send to the Coordinator, it is the applicant’s responsibility to provide the VO with a 
second copy of the dossiers so the VO can indicate any amendments for the applicant’s 
records. VO’s are not to be asked to copy or scan the verified document for applicants.  
 

 

11 Rename your final digital dossiers file with your name, surname and Distinction you seek. 
Eg Josephine Bloggs - EFIAP Application.xls 
 

 

 

 
 

12. Send the following to the APS Honours Subcommittee, Coordinator of FIAP 
Distinctions at the relevant address advertised in the Dec and Jan APS E-News: 

a. One (1) verified copy of all the Dossiers A-D (the VO might send this but 
otherwise the applicant does). Ensure you have signed Dossier C. 

b. One (1) additional printed and signed copy of just Dossier C  
c. CD or DVD containing Five (5) image files prepared as required. 
d. Digital file of the completed and corrected Dossiers A-D, on the same disc as 

images.   
 

 

 

13. Send the following to the APS Office either by email or post: 
a. Digital file of passport style photo for FIAP Photographers Card (See section 1.04 

on Page 2 of this document) 
b. Completed FIAP lodgement and fee form FGD1/2013b.  
c. Payment of all relevant fees, postage and administration costs, to APS Office, 

must be completed by one of the methods on the form. 
 

 
 
3. AV-AFIAP AND AV – EFIAP APPLICANTS – AUDIO VISUALS 
 
3.1 Application Requirements – AV - AFIAP and AV – EFIAP 
 
FIAP requirements for AV - AFIAP and AV - EFIAP applicants working in audio-visuals are detailed in FIAP 
documents 2010/307E.  Applicants should read this document thoroughly as important information is located 
in other sections beyond the section specific to AFIAP and EFIAP. Please ensure that your application 
complies with the requirements of sections 2 or 3 and also section 5 of FIAP document 2010/307E.  
 
Applicants for these Honours are required to submit two (2) audio-visuals, as per that detailed in 2010/307E, 
both of which will be retained by FIAP for its permanent collections, regardless of its decision on the 
award of the distinction sought. The AVs sent to FIAP with an AV-EFIAP application must be different to 
those submitted for that applicant’s AV-AFIAP application. 
 
3.2 Application Procedure – AV – AFIAP and AV – EFIAP 
 
The application procedure is the same as for AFIAP/EFIAP (prints, slides and digital).  
Please follow the steps outlined in 2.2 above for lodging your application noting that the same documents 
are required except FIAP Document 2010/307E is used instead of Document 2012/310E. 
Point 2.2.3 and 2.2.12.c, in the application procedure above also do not apply to AV applicants who are to 
submit two Audio-visuals AV’s with their application, not single images. 
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4. EFIAP LEVELS APPLICANTS - Bronze, Silver, Gold or Platinum  
 
4.1 Application Requirements  - EFIAP Levels 
 
FIAP requirements for EFIAP Levels applicants working in prints, slides and electronic/digital images are 
detailed in FIAP documents 2012/310E.  Applicants should read this document thoroughly as important 
information is located in other sections beyond the section specific to EFIAP Levels. Please ensure that 
your application complies with the requirements of sections 4 and 8 of FIAP document 2012/310E.  
 
It is important to note that EFIAP levels are to honour those people who continue to participate in salons with 
FIAP Patronage, promoting photography with their new artistic production. The requirements for levels 
shown in FIAP Document 2012/310E all start afresh from the date of your EFIAP diploma, not the date you 
complete the EFIAP criteria or the date you lodged the application for EFIAP. See section 1.06 above re 
dates significant to applications. 
 
Applicants CAN count new acceptances with old photos (photos that also had acceptances for 
AFIAP/EFIAP) providing they are not the photos sent to FIAP with previous Distinction applications. The 
acceptances for EFIAP Levels must all be gained after the date shown on the applicants EFIAP diploma 
certificate. Note: This may mean that some salon results gained since achieving what was required for 
EFIAP may not count towards any Distinctions. If the salon report card is sent on a date that is prior to the 
date on the EFIAP certificate date then the result cannot be counted for EFIAP Levels. 
 
Salon results for EFIAP levels are cumulative.  The higher number of results required at each level can 
include results counted in the lower EFIAP levels. Eg You need 75 acceptances for your EFIAP/b (after the 
EFIAP Diploma). Any surplus results are not wasted as they continue to accumulate towards EFIAP/s. 
 
Section 4.3 of the FIAP document 2012/310E details the images to be submitted that must have achieved 
awards each in different countries. In relation to the countries, each level is independent from the previous 
one. So for example you can obtain your awards in the following way: 
EFIAP/b: Australia, Italy, France 
EFIAP/s: Australia, Hong Kong, Italy and Singapore  
Etc…  
As per 4.3.b of FIAP Doc 2012/310E these awarded photos must be different from those submitted for other 
FIAP Distinctions. It is recommended that applicants list the acceptances and awards for the particular 
submitted, awarded images with the relevant Levels application and focus on gaining awards and 
acceptances for other images for subsequent higher levels rather than continuing to enter the same image 
submitted for an earlier level. 
 
Unlike AFIAP and EFIAP applications, for EFIAP Levels a circuit involving more than one country, should 
have the acceptances/award shown in the specific country in which they were gained, unless judging has 
taken place in just one country whereby this country applies to all in results in that circuit. 
 
Please note that the qualifying requirements in terms of acceptances in salons with FIAP patronage can be 
met with a combination of prints, slides, or electronic digital images or one only of these media. Unlike the 
AFIAP and EFIAP, there is no requirement for a percentage of the required acceptances for EFIAP Levels to 
be in prints. 
 
4.2 Application Procedure – EFIAP Levels 
 
The basic application procedures are the same as for AFIAP/EFIAP detailed in 2.2 above. Please follow the 
steps outlined for lodging your application noting that the same documents are required with the exception of 
the FIAP dossiers document DistAE-Form-en.xls. For EFIAP Levels, Dossier document DistNiv-Form-en.xls 
is used instead. This has dossiers A-D, which are different spreadsheets to that supplied for the lower 
Distinctions. Dossiers B&D in this dossier document are the ones requiring verification. The results shown on 
Dossier D should also be shown in the List of Acceptances on Dossier B. 
  
Please also carefully note the different requirements re the number of images to be submitted and the 
awards criteria they must meet which are detailed in section 4 of FIAP document 2012/310E (also see above 
notes in Section 4.1). 
 
The Sample filled in form for AFIAP/EFIAP is similar to much of the EFIAP Levels Dossier forms. The basics 
of completing Dossiers A and C on these forms are the same, as is the way acceptances should be listed. It 
is recommended that this sample form be used as a reference when completing your application dossiers. 
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5. MFIAP AND AV–MFIAP APPLICANTS 
 
5.1 Application Requirements – MFIAP and AV-MFIAP 
 
Applicants for these Distinctions are to submit an application as per the requirements detailed in either: 

• section 5 and 8 of FIAP document 2012/310E if an MFIAP applicant or 
• section 4 and 5 of FIAP document 2010/307E if an AV-MFIAP applicant.  

 
For MFIAP, special attention should be paid to the following clause in 5.2 b. of the FIAP Doc 2012/310E 
“This collection must be coherent from its conception to its realisation and presentation.” 
Based on feedback received from FIAP on past unsuccessful applications this clause is very important. In 
addition to the obvious outstanding quality requirement for this level, and the consistency of subject and 
style, it is recommended that you present your images in a consistent manner, eg shape, size and 
orientation. It is also recommended that the technique used in the production of the images is consistent. 
 
When preparing the introductory text applicants should be aware that at a 2011 meeting of the FIAP 
Directory Board the following statement appeared in relation to MFIAP applicants: “It has to be emphasized 
that the jury pays serious attention to the introductory text presented by the candidate”. 
 
 
5.2 Application Procedure – MFIAP and AV-MFIAP 
 
Having established that you have fulfilled FIAP’s application requirements for this distinction, as per that set 
out in FIAP Information Document 2012/310E or 2010/307E (for AV’s), please proceed as follows: 
 

 STEPS CHECK 
LIST(√) 

1. Register yourself as a potential applicant with the APS Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions. 
 

 

2. Ensure you have obtained the following 4 documents from either the Coordinator or via 
download from the FIAP Distinctions section of the APS website. These should be read 
carefully. 

a. FIAP Information Document 2012/310E (for MFIAP) or 2010/307E (for AV-MFIAP) 
b. DistM-Form-en.xls (FIAP Dossiers – these dossiers are different to those for lower 

Distinction levels) 
c. FEA1/2013b – Guidelines for Australian FIAP Distinctions Applicants 
d. FGD1/2013b – FIAP Distinctions Application Lodgement and Payment Form 

 

 

3 Prepare the portfolio style set of 20 images (for MFIAP) or 2 AV’s (for AV-MFIAP) that you 
are submitting to FIAP. MFIAP applicants should read Section 1.11 above re print 
preparation plus details in FIAP Document 2012/310E. AV-MFIAP applicants should 
prepare AV’s according to requirements detailed in FIAP Document 2010/307E. 
 

 

4 Complete the set of FIAP dossiers – DistM-Form-en.xls. Dossier B is used for the 
Curriculum Vitae. Note that a list of salon acceptances is not required and will not be 
considered by FIAP. 
 

 

5 Please rename the final digital file of your dossiers with your name, surname, “Dossiers 
A&B” and “MFIAP”. Eg Josephine Bloggs - Dossiers A&B - MFIAP.xls OR 
Josephine Bloggs - Dossiers A&B – AV-MFIAP.xls  
 

 

6 Prepare an introductory text re your submission. FIAP require this in one of the official 
FIAP languages, which are English and French.  
 

 

7 Please rename the final digital file of your Introductory Text with your name, surname, 
“Introductory Text” and “MFIAP”.  Eg Josephine Bloggs - Introductory Text – MFIAP.doc 
OR Josephine Bloggs - Introductory Text – AV-MFIAP.doc  
 

 

8 AV-MFIAP applicants also need to prepare a summary of the text for the Audio-visuals (if 
applicable) in at least two of the official FIAP languages. English and French are the two 
official languages. German and Spanish are often used by FIAP as extra languages, but 
English and French should be the languages used for this text. 
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9 Weigh your completed portfolio together with one set of dossiers and one copy of the 
introductory text. Advise the Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions on the APS Honours 
subcommittee of this weight such that they can advise you of the fee for packing and 
posting this parcel to FIAP. The weight must be under 2kg including some allowance for 
postal packaging (bubblewrap layers and largest Australia Post tough bag). 
 

 

 

 
 

 

10. Send the following to the APS Honours Sub Committee, Coordinator of FIAP 
Distinctions at the relevant address advertised in the Dec and Jan APS E-News: 

a. Two (2) printed sets of all Dossiers A-B. Ensure that you have signed both copies 
where required on Dossier B. 

b. Two (2) printed copies of the introductory text for your submission. 
c. Two (2) printed copies of the text for audio-visuals (Only AV-MFIAP applicants 

and only if applicable to the specific AV’s) 
d. Digital files of the completed Dossiers A-B and introductory text either on disc or 

via email.  AV applicants should also include the document of the text for their 
audio-visuals if applicable.  

e. Twenty (20) prints for MFIAP application or Two 2 AV’s for AV-MFIAP application 
as applies to the honour sought. These must be fully prepared as per 
requirements. 

 

 

 11. Send the following to the APS Office either by email or post: 
a. Digital file of passport style photo for FIAP Photographers Card (See section 1.04 

on Page 2 of this document) 
b. Completed FIAP lodgement and fee form FGD1/2013b. Payment of all relevant 

fees, postage and administration costs, to APS Office, must be completed by one 
of the methods on the form. 

 

 

 
 
6. ESFIAP AND HonEFIAP APPLICANTS 
 
6.1 Application Requirements – ESFIAP AND HonEFIAP  
 
The FIAP requirements for nominating candidates for these Service Distinctions are set out in FIAP 
information document 2012/310E, sections 6 and 7 respectively.  
 
In June 1992 FIAP passed a new ruling in regard to submissions for the Service Distinction ESFIAP: “The 
members of the Directory Board, together with the Director of the FIAP Distinctions Service, have noted that 
the number of applications for the ESFIAP distinction is increasing. In order not to devalue the ESFIAP 
distinction, the Requirements of the Distinctions Regulations should be adhered to more stringently. To be 
eligible for the ESFIAP distinction it is not sufficient to have been active on the local club level only. Activities 
on the national and international levels are needed. Expressed in percentages: 80% of activities on the 
national level and 20% on the international level is considered acceptable for the ESFIAP distinction. It is 
clear that some of these activities must have benefited FIAP.” 
 
FIAP do not have stipulated minimum expectations for service honours. They also do not have minimum 
timeframes during which the candidate must have undertaken service. Service such as Presidency of ones 
country federation, eg APS, is counted as are National activities for ones own country federation. 
Organisation of FIAP related events such as FIAP biennials and salons with FIAP Patronage would 
obviously be considered. Most important is what the applicant has done for FIAP to promote FIAP in their 
country. Being a salon entrant or holding FIAP Skill Distinctions is not relevant to eligibility for service 
Distinctions. 
 
It is always the country’s federation that send the ESFIAP or HonEFIAP to FIAP, ie the candidate does not 
apply directly to FIAP. Candidates may nominate themselves for the Distinction or be nominated. 
Involvement of the candidate is recommended to ensure full details of service rendered are included on the 
relevant FIAP forms and that such details are accurate. The federation (APS) decides which distinction they 
send to FIAP. The role of APS is to verify that the service claimed on the application is believed to be correct 
and that the application does contain service to FIAP, or the promotion of FIAP/FIAP related activities within 
our country, such that the applicant may be potentially considered by FIAP as worthy of the Distinction. As 
such it is the country’s federation (APS Management Committee in Australia’s instance) that decides to put 
the candidate forward. The decision as to whether the applicant is awarded the Distinction rests fully with 
FIAP.  
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6.2 Application Procedure – ESFIAP AND HonEFIAP  
 
Having established that the candidate has fulfilled FIAP’s application requirements for this distinction, as per 
that set out in FIAP Information Document 2012/310E, please proceed as per the steps below. 
 
A FIAP Photographers card is not required but can be sought if desired. It will be provided by FIAP, for a 
successful candidate, for free, if a photo of the candidate is provided as per the details in Section 1.04 
above. The photo for the FIAP photographer’s card is to be sent to the APS Office 
 

 STEPS CHECK 
LIST(√) 

1. Please register the candidate with the APS Coordinator of FIAP Distinctions. 
 

 

2. Ensure you have obtained the following 4 documents from either the Coordinator or via 
download from the FIAP Distinctions section of the APS website. These should be read 
carefully. 

a. FIAP Information Document 2012/310E  
b. DistES-Form-en.xls (for ESFIAP) OR DistHon-Form-en.xls (for HonEFIAP) 
c. FEA1/2013b – Guidelines for Australian FIAP Distinctions Applicants 
d. FGD1/2013b – FIAP Distinctions Application Lodgement and Payment Form 

 

 

3 Complete the details in either DistES-Form-en.xls (for ESFIAP) OR DistHon-Form-en.xls 
(for HonEFIAP) as per the instructions, in Section 6 or 7 respectively, of FIAP Document 
2012/310E.  
 
Duplicate Dossier B within the document to add extra Dossier B pages, as required, to 
accommodate the service record. 
 

 

 

 

 

4. Send the following to the APS Honours Sub Committee, Coordinator of FIAP 
Distinctions at the relevant address advertised in the Dec and Jan APS E-News: 
 
For the distinction Excellence Services Rendered (ESFIAP)  

a. Two (2) completed copies of the Dossiers A and B from FIAP document DistES-
Form-en.xls 

b. Digital file of the above completed Dossiers either on disc or via email. Please 
rename all the digital files so as to add the candidate’s name, surname and 
Distinction sought to the file name.  
eg Josephine Bloggs – ESFIAP Candidate 

 
For the distinction Honorary Excellence FIAP (HonEFIAP)  

a. Two (2) completed copies of the Dossiers A and B from FIAP document DistHon-
Form-en.xls 

b. Digital file of the above completed Dossiers either on disc or via email. Please 
rename the digital file so as to add the candidate’s name, surname and Distinction 
sought to the file name. 
eg Josephine Bloggs – HonFIAP Candidate 

 

 

 5. Send the following to the APS Office either by email or post: 
a. Completed FIAP lodgement and fee form FGD1/2013b. No fees apply to FIAP 

Service Distinctions so place the words “Fees Not Applicable” in the fee 
section. 

b. Digital file of passport style photo for FIAP Photographers Card (See section 1.04 
on Page 2 of this document). Only required if you would like a free FIAP 
Photographers card showing the Service Distinctions if they are awarded. 

 

 

 


